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Abstract: The authors investigated the lagged effect of anthropogenic aerosols (AAs) during the
premonsoon season (April–May–June) on the East Asian precipitation during the postmonsoon season
(July–August) using the aerosol optical depth (AOD) from a satellite dataset and reanalysis datasets.
When the AOD is high in Eastern China during the premonsoon season, the amount of precipitation
increases in the western North Pacific, including the Korean Peninsula and Japan, during the
postmonsoon season. The amount of cloud in the western-to-central North Pacific in the premonsoon
season increases during the high-AOD period. Subsequently, it cools the sea surface temperature
until the postmonsoon season, which strengthens the North Pacific High. The strengthened North
Pacific High in the postmonsoon season expands to the western North Pacific, which leads to the
enhancement of the moisture flows from the ocean. This results in the increase in precipitation in the
western North Pacific, including the Korean Peninsula and Japan, during the postmonsoon season.
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1. Introduction

Anthropogenic aerosols (hereafter, AAs), which include sulfate, nitrate, black carbon, and organic
carbon, can change atmospheric conditions in many complex ways [1]. Among them, some AAs,
such as sulfate, nitrate, and organic carbon, have a radiative property that scatters incoming solar
radiation, and they directly lead to a negative radiative forcing. In contrast, black carbon absorbs
incoming solar radiation, which directly leads to positive radiative forcing. There is a lot of previous
literature on AAs and their radiative properties [2–4]. While the direct effect of AAs may cause
the earth’s surface cooling or atmospheric heating by scattering or absorbing solar radiation [5,6],
respectively, there are complex mechanisms. For example, long-wave radiation changes due to AA
forcing also matter [7]. Although low clouds can be induced by changes in lower tropospheric stability
and surface heating due to AA forcing [8,9], their changes are more complicated and are not well
understood [10,11]. AAs also act as cloud condensation nuclei or ice nuclei, which are associated with
cloud properties, such as cloud lifetime and cloud albedo [12–14]. An indirect effect of AAs is being
able to significantly modify the radiative balance on the earth’s surface; therefore, this leads to changes
in atmospheric circulation and precipitation amount. It is also known that a reduced cloud effective
radius, due to an increase in the amount of cloud condensation nuclei by a high concentration of AAs,
can invigorate convection [15].

East Asia, including China, is one of the major sources of atmospheric pollutants [16,17]. While AA
emissions in East Asia have increased consistently after industrialization [18–20], the concentration of
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AAs has been declining since the late 1990s because of the reduction in economic growth and strong
regulations on aerosol emissions [18,21]. In detail, satellite dataset indicates that emissions in primary
aerosols, SO2 and NOx, started to decline after 2011–2013 in East Asia [22]. In spite of that, there are a
number of studies on the role of AA forcing on atmospheric circulation and precipitation amount in
East Asia.

The trend of East Asian summer rainfall has been affected by an increase of AA concentration
during the last few decades [23–27]. The direct effect of AAs may lead to a surface cooling trend in
China, which results in a decrease in the thermal contrast between marine and intercontinental regions
during summer; thus the intensity of the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) has weakened [28–32].
Subsequently, a weakening of the EASM by AA forcing can cause a decrease of precipitation in
northern China and an increase of precipitation in southern China, so-called “north drought and
south flood” [32–35]. In addition, more absorptive dust aerosols with a stronger radiative heating
effect inhibit more convective Meiyu precipitation by reducing the meridional temperature gradient,
resulting in a weakening of the EASM [36]. Mu and Wang [37] also argued that aerosol forcing leads
to the weakening of the EASM circulation and decreases in precipitation via upper-tropospheric
cooling in the midlatitudes of East Asia by AA forcing. In contrast, Kim et al. [24] argued that surface
cooling by the direct effect of AA forcing acts to decelerate the jet stream. When the jet is decelerated,
subsequently, the magnitude of a zonal gradient of the zonal wind becomes smaller, and the northerly
ageostrophic flow at the jet exit region also becomes weaker. Thus, anomalous upper-level divergence
and lower-level convergence can be induced at the south of the jet exit region, which induce the increase
of rainfall amount in East Asia during boreal summer (i.e., a strong EASM). Some studies also argued
that the precipitation in northern China increases due to the enhancement of the western North Pacific
subtropical high through the semidirect effect and indirect effect of AAs [38,39]. These results indicate
that the issue of how AA interacts with the precipitation variability in East Asia during summer is still
under debate, which requires further understanding of the effect of AA forcing.

Here, we investigate the influence of AAs in late spring and early summer (i.e., premonsoon
season) on precipitation during the following late summer (i.e., postmonsoon season) in East Asia by
analyzing aerosol optical depth (AOD) datasets and reanalysis datasets. Previous studies found that
distinct differences exist in precipitation and atmospheric mean states between the early summer and
late summer in East Asia [40–42]. For instance, Wang et al. [41] suggested that the summer rainfall
season in East Asia can be divided into premonsoon season and postmonsoon season. In spite of
a wealth of studies on the effect of AA forcing on East Asian precipitation, however, there are few
studies of the lagged effect of AA on East Asian precipitation during the pre- and postmonsoon
seasons. We analyzed how the East Asian precipitation in the postmonsoon season is associated
with the concentration of AAs in the premonsoon season. Understanding the lagged relationship
on the effect of AA forcing could be used to predict the amount of precipitation in East Asia in the
postmonsoon season.

The paper is organized as follows: We describe the analyzed datasets in Section 2. Based on
observations from the analyzed datasets, the influence of AAs on the East Asian precipitation during
the postmonsoon season is discussed in Section 3. A summary is given in Section 4.

2. Data and Methodology

We used the monthly AOD observations at 550 nm and the cloud fraction, derived from Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra satellites for the years 2000–2017 (available
from March 2000). AOD, which reflects an incoming shortwave radiation reaching the surface by
aerosol scattering and absorption in the atmosphere, is a measurement of the integrated quantity of
aerosols in the vertical column. As satellite and ground-based observations have improved, the global
distribution of AOD over relatively long timescales can be obtained [43–46]. Because AOD is a proxy
for the absorption feature of AAs, the indirect effects of AAs cannot be measured by AOD. In spite
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of this limitation, AOD is widely used to examine the role of aerosols on atmospheric phenomena
because of a reliable satellite dataset for a long period of time [22,36,37,47,48].

A dataset of monthly precipitation was obtained from the Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP) version 2.3 (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.gpcp.html) for the period
2000–2017 [49]. We analyzed surface net solar radiation (SSRD), 2m surface air temperature (SAT),
surface latent heat flux, u- and v-component wind speed, specific humidity, and mean sea level
pressure (SLP) from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts interim (ERA-interim)
reanalysis monthly data (https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/) [50] to estimate their relationship with
AA concentration.

To explore the variability of AA concentration in East Asia during the premonsoon season
(April–May–June, hereafter, AMJ), we introduced the AOD index defined as an area-averaged AOD in
East Asia (110.5–122.5◦ E, 22.5–40.5◦ N; a green box in Figure 1a). The normalized AOD index during
AMJ was also used in the composite analysis to estimate the relationship with other atmospheric
variables. The normalized AOD index during AMJ is defined as follows:

Normalized AOD index =
AOD index

[
110.5–122.5

◦

E, 22.5–40.5
◦

N
]
− µ (AOD index)

σ (AOD index)
(1)

where µ (AOD index) and σ (AOD index) indicate the time mean of the AOD index and one standard
deviation of the AOD index, respectively.
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Figure 1. (a) Distribution of climatological (2000–2017) aerosol optical depth (AOD). The green box 
indicates the East Asian region (110.5–122.5° E, 22.5–40.5° N), where AOD is the highest. (b) The black 
line denotes time series data of the AOD index, averaged over the green box area shown in (a). The 
blue line denotes normalized time series data with the linear trend removed from the black line. (c) 
The composite difference of AOD during April–May–June (AMJ; high AOD minus low AOD). 
Regions with black cross-hatching indicate a statistical significance at a 95% confidence level. 

We further calculated the composite differences of several atmospheric variables in AMJ 
between two periods (Figure 2a–c). It was found that the cloud fraction increases in the western North 
Pacific with its center of maximum around 30° N during the high-AOD period compared with that 
during the low-AOD period (Figure 2a). The region where the cloud fraction significantly increases 
during the high AOD is slightly shifted to the south compared with the region where the AA 
concentration mainly increases (Figure 1c). This may be due to the fact that the climatological cloud 
fraction is high in the western North Pacific around 30° N during AMJ (Figure 2a). Despite the fact 
that the main region of the AOD increase is above 40° N (Figure 1c), a large increase in cloud fraction 
in high-AOD years was observed in the western North Pacific around 25° N–40° N, where the 
climatological cloud fraction is high. 

Figure 1. (a) Distribution of climatological (2000–2017) aerosol optical depth (AOD). The green box
indicates the East Asian region (110.5–122.5◦ E, 22.5–40.5◦ N), where AOD is the highest. (b) The black
line denotes time series data of the AOD index, averaged over the green box area shown in (a).
The blue line denotes normalized time series data with the linear trend removed from the black line.
(c) The composite difference of AOD during April–May–June (AMJ; high AOD minus low AOD).
Regions with black cross-hatching indicate a statistical significance at a 95% confidence level.
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We selected the high- and low-AOD years during AMJ based on a 0.75 standard deviation of the
normalized AOD index to obtain a larger number of samples in a limited period. Note that the main
results are little changed when one standard deviation is used to select the high- and low-AOD years
(figures not shown).

3. Results

Figure 1a shows the global mean AOD during the premonsoon season (AMJ) from 2000 to 2017.
It was found that AOD is high in West Africa, the Himalayas, and East Asia. In particular, the highest
AOD was observed in East Asia, including Eastern China. It is noteworthy that the climatological
(2000–2017) AOD in the Northwestern Pacific is also high, which may be due to the advection of AAs
from Eastern China by the climatological westerlies in the midlatitudes. Figure 1b displays the time
series of a normalized AOD index during AMJ with and without a linear trend for 2000–2017. Note
that the climatological monthly AOD index is the highest in East Asia during AMJ (figure not shown).
It was found that the AOD gradually increases until the mid-late 2000s, and then decreases until 2017,
which is consistent with the findings of previous studies [51–53]. Therefore, a linear trend of AOD
for 2000–2017 (–0.004/yr) was not statistically significant. Such a negligible trend is mostly due to the
decrease of AOD since after the mid-late 2000s [54,55]. Hereafter, we used the normalized AOD index
with the linear trend removed. Note that there is little change in the main results when using the AOD
index with and without a linear trend.

To examine the influence of AAs during AMJ on the precipitation variability in East Asia during
the postmonsoonal season (July–August, JA), we first selected the high- and low-AOD years following
the method described in Section 2. The high-AOD years during AMJ include 6 years (2003, 2007,
2008, 2011, 2012, and 2014), and the low-AOD years include 5 years (2000, 2004, 2015, 2016, and 2017).
Figure 1c shows the composite difference of AOD during AMJ between two periods (high-AOD years
minus low-AOD years), in which its spatial structure is similar to that of the climatological AOD
structure during AMJ (Figure 1a) [56–58].

We further calculated the composite differences of several atmospheric variables in AMJ between
two periods (Figure 2a–c). It was found that the cloud fraction increases in the western North Pacific
with its center of maximum around 30◦ N during the high-AOD period compared with that during
the low-AOD period (Figure 2a). The region where the cloud fraction significantly increases during
the high AOD is slightly shifted to the south compared with the region where the AA concentration
mainly increases (Figure 1c). This may be due to the fact that the climatological cloud fraction is high
in the western North Pacific around 30◦ N during AMJ (Figure 2a). Despite the fact that the main
region of the AOD increase is above 40◦ N (Figure 1c), a large increase in cloud fraction in high-AOD
years was observed in the western North Pacific around 25◦ N–40◦ N, where the climatological cloud
fraction is high.

We infer that an increase of AA concentration causes the enhancement of cloud fraction during
AMJ through a hysteresis effect and an indirect effect of AAs [59–62]. The increase of AA concentration
is able to increase the amount of cloud fraction by serving as cloud condensation nuclei, and the
interaction with the microphysics [63,64]. Similarly, Zhang et al. [65] suggested that Asian pollution
likely accounts for a climatically increased deep convective cloud amount in the western North Pacific
on the basis of a satellite observation, which is consistent with the results in Figure 2a. The enhanced
cloud amount acts to reflect more downward shortwave radiation, which can be seen in the reduction
of SSRD (Figure 2b). Subsequently, it leads to cool SAT in AMJ during the high-AOD period (Figure 2c).
That is, the increase in cloud fraction, which is related to AAs’ indirect effects during the high-AOD
period, induces a cooling of SAT due to the reflection of incoming solar radiation.
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black lines denote the climatological (2000–2017) mean. 
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AMJ through a hysteresis effect and an indirect effect of AAs [59–62]. The increase of AA 
concentration is able to increase the amount of cloud fraction by serving as cloud condensation nuclei, 

Figure 2. The composite difference between high AOD and low AOD of (a) AMJ cloud fraction
(CF), (b) AMJ surface net solar radiation (SSRD; 10−7 J/m2), and (c) AMJ surface air temperature
(SAT; °C). Regions with black cross-hatching indicate a statistical significance at a 95% confidence level.
Solid black lines denote the climatological (2000–2017) mean.

We speculate that such differences of AA concentration in the downstream region—including
the western-to-central North Pacific—during the premonsoon season may influence the precipitation
amount during the postmonsoon season through the changes in the atmospheric and oceanic conditions
with a lagged time. Figure 3 displays the difference of composited precipitation in late summer
(July–August, JA) during the high AOD and low AOD. It was found that the increase of precipitation
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amount during JA tends to be concentrated zonally in an elongated climatological rain belt from
Eastern China to the western North Pacific.
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Figure 3. The difference (high AOD minus low AOD) of composited precipitation from the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) between the high AOD and the low AOD in July–August (JA).
Regions with a red dot indicate a statistical significance at a 95% confidence level. The unit is mm/day.

To examine the changes in atmospheric and oceanic variables associated with the difference of
AA concentration, we further conducted the composite analysis of atmospheric variables, including
SAT, SLP, wind speed, moisture transport, and latent heat flux in JA between two periods (Figure 4).
In particular, it was found that the cooling of SAT in AMJ is still dominant until JA in the western
North Pacific (Figure 4a). This is mostly due to the large heat capacity of the ocean. In other words,
the cooling of SAT in AMJ (Figure 2c), which is mainly due to the reduction of SSRD, persists in JA.
It is noteworthy that AOD in JA is not statistically significantly high in the western North Pacific
during high-AOD period (Figure 5), which may indicate that the cooling of SAT in JA is not induced
by aerosol effects.

A cooling of surface conditions acts to strengthen the intensity of the North Pacific High (Figure 4b)
in the western North Pacific (box in Figure 4a,b) via the thermal effect along with the enhancement of
lower static stability (figure not shown). Consequently, a center of the North Pacific High is slightly
extended to the west (box in Figure 4b). Subsequently, the enhanced North Pacific High can induce
stronger southerly winds from the western-to-central subtropical Pacific, which can transport more
moisture into East Asia (Figure 4c). This leads to the increase of precipitation amount from Eastern
China to the western North Pacific during JA (Figure 3).

Consistently, Figure 4d shows that the increase of latent heat from the ocean to the atmosphere
in JA, which is due to the enhanced North Pacific High and its associated wind speed, contributes
to the increase of the precipitation amount. Previous studies also argued that a strong North Pacific
High causes the transportation of greater moisture flow in East Asia, leading to more precipitation [66].
We argue that the enhanced North Pacific High in JA, which is caused by a high concentration of AAs
in AMJ, plays a role in transporting more moisture along with strong wind speeds into western North
Pacific, where the amount of precipitation increases in JA (Figure 4c). To statistically support this
notion, we also calculate the lead–lag relationship of a concentration of AAs in East Asia (i.e., AOD
index, see Figure 1b) during AMJ and the precipitation amount from Eastern China to the western
North Pacific (110◦ E–165◦ E, 30◦ N–45◦ N) during JA. The correlation coefficient was 0.55 for 2000–2017,
which is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. Therefore, the AOD index during AMJ
could be used to predict the amount of precipitation in East Asia, including Eastern China, Korea,
and Japan, during the postmonsoon season. On the other hand, we speculate that the AOD during
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AMJ may influence the precipitation during the boreal fall season because of a long memory of the
ocean; however, this topic is beyond our scope and needs further study.
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4. Summary and Discussion

It has been known that AA affects weather and global atmospheric circulation by altering cloud and
precipitation processes, but the detailed physical processes associated with this phenomenon are still
under debate with a large uncertainty. In particular, there is considerable attention to understanding
the effects of AAs originating from East Asia on a regional climate, including the intensity of the EASM.
In spite of a wealth of studies, however, there is less agreement on whether AA forcing increases the
amount of precipitation in East Asia during summer or not. While there are some studies emphasizing
that AA forcing acts to weaken the EASM through radiative forcing, other studies argue that AA forcing
enhances the amount of precipitation in East Asia by altering the atmospheric circulation [24,38,39].

To examine the lagged effect of AAs in the premonsoon season on the precipitation in East Asia
during the postmonsoon season, we analyzed two periods (high-AOD period and low-AOD period)
using a satellite dataset for the years 2000–2017. We found that the precipitation in JA increases in East
Asia, including the Korean Peninsula and Japan, to the western North Pacific during the high-AOD
period. We proposed a possible mechanism that increased clouds over the western North Pacific
during AMJ, which may be indirectly due to the increase of AA concentration, induce a cool surface
temperature in the same region through the reduction of downward shortwave radiation. Such cooling
persists in the same region until JA, which can cause the strengthening of the North Pacific High.
An enhanced North Pacific High transports more moisture into East Asia, including the western
North Pacific, leading to the increase of precipitation during the high-AOD period compared with
the low-AOD period (Figure 6). Our result may support the notion that AA forcing in East Asia acts
to increase the amount of precipitation in East Asia, including the western North Pacific, during the
monsoon season with a lagged time.
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the role of meteorology–chemical feedback interactions. 
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing the process through which AA variability in AMJ affects
precipitation in JA.

It should be noted that the present study is limited to analyzing the observational datasets,
including the satellite and reanalysis datasets, based on the composite and correlation analyses.
Therefore, there are several caveats that need to be addressed in future studies. For example, the dust
aerosol is also important in East Asia, especially in the premonsoon season. Because the AOD obtained
from MODIS is not divided for natural dust and AAs, it is hard to identify the role of dust on the East
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Asian precipitation in the postmonsoon season. In other words, the variability of AOD over East China
should not be due to anthropogenic emission change only, and it is partly due to the natural variability.
Therefore, it is necessary to separate the natural variability of aerosols, including the dust, from the
total variability of AOD. In the present study, the impacts of natural aerosol are essentially removed.
It would be useful to examine how frequently in AMJ dust aerosol layers are advected in the western
North Pacific using CALIPSO Lidar dataset and the HYSPLIT model [67,68]. In addition, it is useful to
consider the response to non-East Asian AA forcing on the East Asian precipitation during summer.
Wang et al. [69] argued that non-East Asian AA forcing significantly exacerbates the weakening of
the EASM due to local aerosol forcing via the fast atmospheric processes. On the other hand, most
results in the present study are based on the composite and correlation analyses, which are lacking in
directly proving the physical interactions between the AAs and the precipitation by modifying the
atmospheric variables, including cloud, sea surface temperature, and moisture flux with a lagged time.
Therefore, a further study using a chemistry–climate interaction model is necessary to isolate the role
of AA forcing, in addition to understanding the role of meteorology–chemical feedback interactions.
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